Difference of the size of average crown width first molar and second molar mandible of the Pawon Man with modern man
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Pawon Man is prehistoric human who was expected life about 9525-5660 BC and have lived in a Cave Pawon located in Mountain Masigit Village, District Cipatat, Bandung Regency. The purpose of this research to analyzed the difference size of average crown width first molar and second molar mandible Pawon Man with Modern Man. Methods: The research used a descriptive method, so that from 4 archives radiograph Pawon man, can be obtained 14 samples radiographs Cone Beam Computed Tomography first tooth molars and second molars mandible. The research conducted on Ez Implant-3D program using a digital ruler, measurement results then recorded in tabular form, then statistically analyzed using independent two-sample t test. Results: The average size of widht crown first tooth molars and second molars mandible were larger for Pawon Man teeth than Modern Man. Conclusion: The average size of widht crown first tooth molars and second molars mandible were larger for Pawon Man teeth, because Pawon Man eating hard food and rough textured with simple food processing, with transition of culture has changed the dietary and food technology, so the shape of the big teeth are no longer needed.
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INTRODUCTION

The Pawon Man is a prehistoric man who is estimated to have lived around 9525-5660 BC and had lived in the Pawon Cave. Jean Cristope (August, 2009) a French archeologist, using the C-14 calendar, Jean Cristope estimates that the Pawon Human skeleton is the oldest skeleton ever found in Western Indonesia.1 The results of excavations conducted by Yondri (2003, 2005, 2009 and 2010) in Pawon Cave, actually not only human skeletons were found, but various leftovers in the form of bone fragments of hunted animals, molluscs, the rest of good living equipment made of stone and bones, and various forms of prehistoric jewelry were also found (Figure 1).2-5

Human teeth have come to the attention of scientists outside dentists such as scientists in the fields of anthropology, archeology, paleontology, anatomy and genetics. All works of human anthropology are accompanied by observations of tooth morphology, because teeth consist of material that is most resistant to erosion and destruction.6

This study uses radiographic techniques. The radiographic technique used is Cone Beam Computed Tomography. Cone Beam Computed
Tomography (CBCT) is a radiographic technique that utilizes cone x-rays and computerized volumetric reconstructions that produce three-dimensional radiographs that are sagittal, coronal, axial and can provide volume sharpness and high resolution at each image projection and then be displayed specifically (image projection) (Figure 2). 

X-rays are presented in the form of a cone (cone) at one time exposure, allowing this tool to make many radiographs from various angles, so that the area that can be used for observation is also more, and with the help of computerized reconstruction, radiography of the subject can be reconstructed in three-dimensional shape, high resolution, and free of artifacts.

Cone Beam Computed Tomography will provide data in the form of volumes and images in a three-dimensional view. Image reconstruction using volumetric data cone beam. This technology produces images with a spatial resolution submillimeter, making it ideal for scantomaxillofacial computed tomography Figure 3. The advantages of Cone Beam Computed Tomography compared to conventional computed tomography machines include lower exposure doses, fast radiation exposure time, smaller and lighter equipment, three-dimensional radiographs can be manipulated, facilities available to measure length, slope degree, arch length, bone density level, and so on. The purpose of this research to analyzed the difference size of average crown width first molar and second molar mandible Pawon Man with Modern Man.

METHODS

This type of research used in this research is descriptive research. The population in this study is the Pawon Man who is estimated to have lived around 9525-5660 BC and had lived in the Pawon Cave located in Gunung Masigit Village, Cipatat District, West Bandung Regency. Samples were obtained as many as 4 adult individual skeletons and obtained as many as 14 human mandibular molar teeth found in Pawon Cave, Gunung Masigit Village, Cipatat District, West Bandung Regency, a collection from the Bandung Archaeological Center.

The variable sought in this study is the difference in crown width size of the first molar and mandibular second molar of the Pawon Man and Modern Man. The crown width of the mandibular first molar and second molar is the width between the contact points of the mesial and distal sides of the proximal teeth of the first
RESULTS

The results of this study are the average size of the results of measurements of the mandibular molar crown width measurements taken on each tooth using a digital ruler.

Specimens studied were Human Pawon: Pawon Cave Masigit Village, Cipatat District, Bandung Regency, Bandung Archaeological Institute collection. Modern humans: RSGM Patients in the Faculty of Dentistry, Padjadjaran University, Bandung (2011-2012).

Table 2 shows that the difference in size of the mesiodistal width of the crowns of teeth between the mandibular mandibular first molar teeth and the modern human mandibular first molar teeth. The average crown width of mandibular first molars in Human Pawons was 11.74 with a standard deviation of 0.68. The average width of a mandibular first molar crown in Modern Humans is 11.06 with a standard deviation of 0.32.

Based on the test criteria, it was concluded that the average mesiodistal width of the mandibular first molar crown of the Human Pawon was significantly different from the mesiodistal width of the mandibular mandibular first molar crown at 95% (p = 0.05).

Table 3 shows the difference in size of the mesiodistal width of the crowns of teeth between the mandibular second molar teeth of the Human Pawon and the mandibular second molar teeth of a Modern Human. The average crown width of the second molar teeth in the Pawon Man was 11.61 with a standard deviation of 0.51. The average crown width of mandibular second molar teeth in Modern Men is 10.65 with a standard deviation of 0.49.

Based on the test criteria, it was concluded that the average mesiodistal width of the mandibular second molar crown of the Human Pawon was significantly different from the mesiodistal width of the mandibular second molar crown of Modern Humans at the test level of 99% (p = 0.01).

DISCUSSION

The results showed that the sagittal view of the Pawon Man and Modern Man from the imaging of the Cone Beam Computed Tomography showed that the crown width of the teeth of the first molar and mandibular second molar of the human Pawon was greater than the width of the crown of the teeth of the first molar and the second molar of the mandible of the Modern Man.

Pawon Humans have large first molar teeth and mandibular second molars because...
Pawon Humans more often use their teeth to eat hard and rough-textured food with very simple food processing, finding tools from excavations conducted by the Bandung Archeology Center were found including rock material in the form of shale tools and stone tools, bone tools in the form of taper and spatula, it is evident that the Pawon Man processed prey food with a simple tool, another discovery was the discovery of mollusk fragments and vertebrate animal remains, from the many findings of possible fauna remains. The most consumed by Pawon Man is from freshwater mollusks, mammals, then reptiles, and at least avesta, another thing that allows changes in the size of the mandibular molar crown widths are adaptation mechanisms to climate change (getting colder) and population growth according to Arif et al and Mokhtar.3,12,6

Modern humans do not use their teeth to carry out the heavy mastication process as in Human Pawons. Modern humans have a longer history of using cooked food and using tools. Modern humans eat soft food and use their tools to process food. Modern humans don’t use teeth as much as food processors like Pawon Humans.

Pawon Man uses his teeth more often and teeth work harder than the Modern Human population, from the results of excavations carried out by the Bandung Archaeological Center in 2003 and 2004, no container was found to store food, so it is likely that the Pawon Man when getting food from hunted, not through the process of storing food first, but the game is directly consumed prey.

Tooth reduction in several fields has been influenced by technological shifts, especially in terms of how to process food. Once the use of tools becomes more frequent and food goes through a cooking process, so food becomes softer, humans no longer need to have large tooth sizes.

CONCLUSION

Difference in the average size of the crown width of the first molar and mandibular second molar of the Pawon Man is greater than that of the Modern Man, because the Pawon Man eats hard and coarse-textured food with simple food processing.
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